All members present: Millie Abel, Brent Kinser, Windy Gordon, Beth Tyson Lofquist, Jeanne Kaufman, Peter Nieckarz, Tracy Zontek, Brian Dinklemeyer, Charles Wallis, Jim DeConinck
Also attending: Terry Michelsen

I. Minutes approved from 11-01-05

II. Assessment

ENGL 101/102
- Add 2 scantron questions concerning rank.
- Instructors will complete while students are evaluating instruction

III. LS Course Proposals
1. HIST 308- existing course
   - changing repeatable hours
   - changing topics
   - need syllabus each time topic changes
   - submit to LS committee
   - will need to investigate the history of this course
   - HIST 308 / GEOG 440 / PAR 350-look at syllabi
   - Tabled until next meeting
2. HIST 312- The Heroic Age
   - has been approved, but needs to adjust syllabus to 14 weeks
   and include grading scale
   - change to HIST 313 needs to be AA5-check w/ Nancy
3. PAR 190
   # 5a taught during Fall only
   # 5b not upper level
   # 6 1st Year seminar
   Approved w/corrections to AA5

IV. A motion was made to table proposals on changes to the liberal studies program and place a moratorium on changes until assessment is completed - no second.
Discussion followed.